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Background 
Bird & Bird is an international law firm combining legal expertise with deep industry 

knowledge to help clients achieve their commercial goals. The firm has over 1,100 lawyers 

in 27 offices across Europe, the Middle East and Asia as well as close ties with firms in other 

parts of the world.

Bird & Bird have been using Accuity’s Online Compliance for client on-boarding, matter 

inception and ad-hoc checking of existing clients since 2011. The firm recently decided to 

expand its customer screening controls to review their clients on an on-going basis. This has 

helped reduce risk and operational costs as well as maintain the firm’s excellent reputation by 

ensuring all active clients are in line with their risk appetite.

Key Challenges

 Lack of a consistent approach to screening 
clients on an ongoing basis 

 The former process was highly  
administrative and time consuming  
for Compliance Officers

  Lack of audit trail, transparency and  
decision evidence

 Risk of fines and reputational damage

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the aim of managing risk more efficiently, 

Bird & Bird’s Compliance team conducted a  

study to identify gaps in their AML processes.  

The former ongoing monitoring process was 

manual, time-consuming and failed to consider 

ever changing client risk profiles, increasing the 

level of risk to the firm.

For example, concerns were raised when the firm 

discovered that an ex-client had been added to a 

sanctioned list which could have resulted in fines 

and reputational damage

 



  

Proposed Solution

Accuity’s automated screening solution, 

Compliance Link

 Automated screening of Bird & Bird’s entire 
active client database

 Full electronic audit trail with time, date and  
user stamps with the ability to add notes  
and documents

 Built-in escalation process

 Advanced false positive decision rule writing 
and risk scoring capabilities

Accuity has implemented an automated screening 

solution, Compliance Link. Offering a flexible 

platform, unrivaled connectivity, best-in-class data 

and user-friendly interface Compliance Link was 

the optimal choice and solution to meet all of Bird 

& Bird’s screening needs.

The Compliance Link solution enables Bird & Bird 

to conduct automated screening of their client 

base against consolidated sanction lists, the most 

comprehensive PEP database in the marketplace 

as well as 26,000 adverse media sources.

The solution easily integrated with existing 

processes and systems and provided configurable 

modules to enable total control of the screening 

and review processes. The new solution enables  

 

 

 

the compliance team to prioritise each match  

by assigning a risk score, customised to Bird & 

Bird’s risk assessment and tolerance levels. All 

batch screens and checks are user, time and 

date stamped to provide a full audit trail to 

meet regulatory requirements and reduce risk. 

In addition, Compliance Link’s sophisticated rule 

writing and risk scoring capabilities dramatically 

reduced the number of false positives generated.

Results

 Increased efficiencies and regulatory controls 

 Reduction in reputational and regulatory risk

 Reduction in operational cost and  
personnel workload

To implement Compliance Link, Accuity’s 

Professional Services Group conducted a business 

process review, followed by system configuration, 

customisation, data cleanse, false positive 

reduction, system administration and training, 

ensuring a successful deployment. 

Compliance Link provides Bird & Bird with the 

ultimate protection against risk, maintaining their 

excellent reputation by ensuring all active clients 

are in line with their risk appetite.
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”Bird and Bird was looking for an easy-to-implement and configurable solution to 
automate client screening and reduce time-consuming manual checks. After a 
successful implementation, Compliance Link from Accuity has helped increase 
risk protection and control operational costs, meeting our needs perfectly.”

   Trish Hardowar 
   Risk & Compliance Manager 
   Bird & Bird LLP


